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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an attribute retrieval approach
which extracts and ranks attributes from HTML tables. Given an in-
stance (e.g. Tower of Pisa), we want to retrieve from the Web its at-
tributes (e.g. height, architect). Our approach uses HTML tables which
are probably the largest source for attribute retrieval. Three recall ori-
ented filters are applied over tables to check the following three prop-
erties: (i) is the table relational, (ii) has the table a header, and (iii)
the conformity of its attributes and values. Candidate attributes are ex-
tracted from tables and ranked with a combination of relevance features.
Our approach can be applied to all instances and is shown to have a high
recall and a reasonable precision. Moreover, it outperforms state of the
art techniques.
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1 Introduction

Most information retrieval systems answer user queries with a list of documents,
but there are many information needs that can be answered with information
within documents. For instance, the query ”features of Mac Book” is not asking
for all pages speaking of Mac Books rather than for their features.

Inspired by the work in [5], we distinguish three types of information needs
that can be answered differently:
- query by attribute (GDP of Italy, adress of Hotel Bellagio)
- query by instance (Samsung Galaxy, Italy, Oscar Wilde)
- query by class (Macintosh notebooks, British writers)

When the query is specifically asking for an attribute, we can return its value
right away. When the query is an instance, we can propose a summary of salient
attributes (properties). When the query is a class of instances, the result can be
a comparative table of the class instances with their attributes. Figure 1 shows
what these results might look like. A direct application can be Google Squared1,
a commerical tool that produces similar results. We will call search based on
attributes, instances and classes relational search.

Relational search is not the only application where attributes play a cru-
cial role. They can also be used for query suggestion [3], faceted search [4], or

1 http://www.google.com/squared
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aggregated search [11]. For instance, given the query ”Indonesia” and using at-
tributes of ”Indonesia” we can produce suggestions such as ”Indonesia climate”,
”Indonesia capital” and ”Indonesia hotels”, while in a faceted search context we
can navigate returned results on the query ”modern architecture” by attributes
such as ”country”, ”architecture style” and so on. Attributes can also be used
to summarize content about an instance/class.

Fig. 1. Examples of relational search results

In this paper, we treat attribute retrieval which falls in the above defined frame-
work. More precisely, the research question we address is identifying relevant
attributes for a given instance. We use HTML tables to extract attributes from.
There are some main reasons behind this choice. First, tables are widespread
across the Web. Second, many tables contain relational data [7]. Third, tables
have already been used sucessfully for attribute extraction [9, 8].

However, the task is not easy. Many of the HTML tables are used for lay-
out design and navigation. In [7], authors estimate that only about 1% of the
Web tables contain relational data. Furthermore, some relational tables have no
headers (schema of attributes) and it is not easy to retrieve all relevant tables
for a given instance.

We propose an attribute retrieval approach at Web scale which takes into
account the above issues. First, we issue the instance as a query to a search
engine. The retrieved documents are used to extract tables from. Successively,
we apply 3 filters to candidate tables to check the following properties: (i) is the
table relational, (ii) has the table a header, (iii) the conformity of its attributes
and values. Extracted attributes are then ranked with relevance features.

Our approach integrates the work of Cafarella et al. [7]. Their work is at our
knowledge the largest mining of Web tables for search purposes. They show we
can filter out many tables that are not relational and that do not have a header.
In addition to their work, we filter out many table columns (or rows) that do
not contain attributes (name and values). We also integrate our previous work
[12], which shows that we can retrieve attributes using a linear combination of
relevance features such as table match, document relevance and external evidence
from Web search, DBPedia and Wikipedia.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section is about related work. In
section 3, we describe our approach including filtering and ranking of attributes.
Then we describe the experimental setup (section 4) and results (section 5)
following with conclusions.
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2 Related work

To acquire attributes from the Web, it is common to use HTML tags, decoration
markup [21, 19, 10] and text [3, 16, 13]. Tags for tables, lists and emphasis have
been shown to help for attribute extraction [21, 19]. Wong et al. [19] combine tags
and textual features in a Conditional Random Fields model to learn attribute
extraction rules, but they need a seed of relevant documents manually fed.

Another common technique to acquire attributes is through the use of lexico-
syntactic rules. For example, Pasca et al. [1, 14] use rules such as ”A of I” and
”I’s A” to acquire attributes from query logs. Authors represent the class as a
set of instances and multiple class instances are used to improve extraction. In
[2], authors use more precise lexico-syntactic rules such as ”the A of I is”, but
recall of these rules is lower. In [15], Popescu et al. use lexico-syntactic rules to
extract product attributes from reviews.

At last, tables are known to be a mine for relational data and attributes.
Cafarella et al. [7, 6] show we can identify billions of relational tables in the Web.
In [9], Chen et al. identify attributes using column (or row) similarities. Another
common technique to extract attribute from tables is through wrapper induction
[8, 10, 18]. Given a training set or a set of similar documents, wrapper induction
learns extraction rules. Many wrappers extract at record level, but they do not
distinguish between attribute name and attribute value. Furthermore, wrappers
are precision oriented and they work well only for some sites.

To summarize, current attribute acquisition techniques can obtain a high
precision. Although many of these techniques produce a considerable number
of attributes, they cannot cover the needs that can be answered with the Web.
Most of them are conceived to work offline and they cannot extract instance
attributes whatever the instance.

Our work is inspired by work in [1] and [6, 7]. It differs from [1], in that we
do not use lexico-syntactic rules but Web tables to identify attributes. It differs
from the work in [6, 7], in that we do not use tables for relation search. We make
use of learnings in [6, 7], but we introduce another filter at line level and we
introduce relevance features. The combination of filters and relevance ranking
allows us to enable attribute retrieval which was not investigated in [6, 7].

3 Attribute retrieval

We consider an information retrieval situation where the query is an instance
and the results is a list of attributes. Concretely, given an instance i, at-
tribute retrieval should extract and rank attributes with respect to
their relevance to i.

We first collect a seed of potentially relevant tables. We issue the instance as a
query to a search engine and we retrieve tables from the retrieved documents. We
use these tables to extract attributes from. The problem is far away from being
solved. Tables in the Web are quite heterogeneous and many of the retrieved
tables are not relevant or they are partially relevant.
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Before ranking attributes, we apply three filters on tables and attributes
namely relational filter, header filter, and attribute line filter. The first two are
the same as in [7]. They are recall oriented classifiers that can filter out many
tables that are not relational and that do not have headers. Still, after applying
these filters there remain many tables which are not relational. As well there are
many tables which are almost relational such as table 2 in figure 2. Instead of
filtering out this kind of tables, we introduce another filter at column (or row)
level which we call attribute line filter. Each line is checked for its conformity for
being an attribute line i.e. an attribute name followed with attribute values of
similar format and length.

After applying the three filters, we rank the remaining attribute lines with
respect to their relevance for the instance. The task is not easy. If we consider
only tables that match the instance, we would lose many relevant tables(e.g.
table 2 in figure 2 is relevant for ”France”, but does not match it). To increase
recall, we use all tables from relevant documents. Extracted attributes are ranked
with relevance features as described in section 3.3.

Fig. 2. Examples of interesting tables

3.1 Relational tables and headers

We build the relational filter and the header filter using the same features as
done by Cafarella et al. in [7]. Features on the left of table 1 are used to learn a
rule-based classifier for the relational filter and features on the right are used to
learn a rule-based classifier for the header filter. Learning is done with a training
set of human-classified tables described later in the experimental setup.

Relational Filter Header Filter

f1: ♯ rows f1: ♯ rows
f2: ♯ cols f2: ♯ cols
f3: %rows w/mostly NULLS f8: %head row cells with lower-case
f4: ♯ cols w/non-string data f9: % head row cells with punctuation
f5: cell strlen avg � f10: % head row cells with non string data
f6: cell strlen stddev � f11: % cols w/non-string data in body
f7: �

�
f12: % cols w/∣len(row 1)− �∣ > 2�

f13 : % cols w/∣� < len(row 1)− �∣ ≤ 2�
f14 : % cols w/∣� > len(row 1)− �∣

Table 1. Features for the relational and header filter

Features include the dimensions of the table (f1, f2), the fraction of lines with
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mostly nulls (empty cells) (f3), the lines with non-string data (numbers, dates)
(f4), statistics on the character length of cells and their variation (f5, f6, f7, f12,
f13, f14) and conformity of the header cells (lower-case, punctuation, non-string
data) (f8-f11).

The main difference with the work of Cafarella et al. is that they consider
that relational tables are all oriented vertically, i.e. the table header (if present)
is on top of the table and the attribute lines are vertical (the columns). For
example, tables 1 and 3 in figure 2 are oriented vertically and table 2 is oriented
horizontally. We extend their approach to work for both horizontally and ver-
tically oriented tables. This is not difficult. We consider the origin table t and
another table t which is obtained from t considering its rows as columns and its
columns as rows.

If t passes both the relational and header filter, table columns are considered
as candidate attribute lines to extract attributes from. Similarly, if t passes both
the relational and header filter, the table rows that are considered as candidate
attribute lines. It can happen that both columns and rows are considered as
candidate attribute lines. The latter are then passed to the attribute line filter.

3.2 Attribute line filter

The attribute (name and values) is extracted from a column of the table or a
row of the table. Let a be the first cell of the line (row or column) and V be the
rest of the cells of the line. A conform attribute line should contain an attribute
name in the first cell and attribute values in the rest of the cells.

Typically, attribute names do not have much punctuation except of the colon
and parenthesis. They rarely contain numbers. On the other hand, attribute
values are usually in the same format (number, string, date) and their length
is similar. Based on the above observations, we define the following features for
the attribute line filter:

– presence of punctuation (except colon and brackets) in a

– presence of numbers in a; a is an English stop word

– length (char) of a; length (words) of a

– average and standard deviation of the length (char) of values: �, �

– ♯values v ∈ V with ∣len(v)− �∣ > 2�

– ♯values v ∈ V with ∣� < len(v)− �∣ ≤ 2�

– ♯values v ∈ V with ∣� > len(v)− �∣
– data conformity :

maxT∈int,string,date(♯values of type(T )
∣V ∣

These features are then used to learn a rule-based classifier from a training
set of human classified attribute lines described later in the experimental setup.
Once candidate attributes are filtered, we rank the remaining set as explained
in the following section.
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3.3 Relevance

It is not easy to tell whether an attribute is relevant for a given instance. There
are many tables relevant to the instance where the instance is not even present
in its cells. We propose combining different features to estimate a relevance score
for attributes. There features include a score on the match of the instance on
the table, document relevance and external evidence from DBPedia, Wikipedia
and Web search. We use a simple linear combination of these features to rank
attributes. Each of the relevance features is described below.

Table match: Attributes should be extracted from tables that are relevant
for the instance. A necessary condition but not sufficient for a table to be relevant
is to be present in a relevant document for the instance. In some tables, the
instance appears explicitly. Such tables might be better candidates for extraction.
The table match feature will be described below. It is intended to measure at
which extent the table matches the instance (query).

Let a be an attribute extracted from a table T for an instance i. The match
of an instance within a table cell Tx,y is measured with the cosine distance
among the terms of the instance and the terms of the table cell. Let i and c
be the vector representation of the instance and the table cell content. We have
i = (w1,i, w2,i, ..., wn,i) and c = (w1,c, w2,c, ..., wn,c). Each dimension corresponds
to a separate term. If a term occurs in the instance, its value is 1 in i. If it occurs
in the table cell content, its value is 1 in c. The match is computed with the
cosine similarity among the vectors.
The table match score is computed as the maximal match within table cells:

matcℎ(i, T ) = max
Tx,y∈T

cos(i, Tx,y)

However an attribute name is unlikely to be present in the same line (row
or column) with the instance name, while the relevant attribute value is likely
to appear in the same line with the instance. The latter can be also observed in
table in figure 2. We will define the shadow area of a cell O as the set of cells
in the same row and same column with O. But, there are some exceptions to
this rule. We call headline cells, the ones that have are spanned in one line cell
(colspan > tablewidtℎ)2 such as ”Facts” and ”Population” in table 2, figure 2.
Headline cells usually act as titles that introduce parts of the table. We consider
that the headline cells are not part of the shadow of another cell (see figure 3).
We define the match score of an attribute as the difference between the table
match score and the shadow match score.

matcℎ(a, i, T ) = matcℎ(i, T )−matcℎ(i, sℎadow(a))

where

matcℎ(i, sℎadow(a)) = max
Tx,y∈sℎadow(a)

cos(i, Tx,y)

2 The colspan is an HTML attribute that defines the number of columns a cell should
span.
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Fig. 3. The shadow for a cell O, 3 cases

Document relevance (drel) : If a document is relevant for the instance, the
tables within the document are likely to be relevant for the instance. We should
though take into account the document relevance. More precisely, let ♯results
be the number of retrieved results for an instance i and rank be the rank of a
document d within this list. We compute drel(d, i) = ♯results−rank

♯results .
Search hits: Search hits is a feature that has already been used for attribute

extraction [21, 15]. It corresponds to the number of search results returned by
a Web search engine to a query ”attribute of instance” within double quotes
(successive ordering of terms is obligatory, e.g. ”capital of France”). As done
in literature, we use the logarithm (base 10) of the search hits count. To nor-
malize, we used the above observation. Few attributes score higher than 6 i.e
log10(searcℎ ℎits count(a of i)) > 6. All the attributes that score higher than
6 were given a score of 1, the other scores were normalized by 6. Doing so, we
have all scores in the interval [0, 1].

DBPedia feature: DBPedia represents a large ontology of information
which partly relies on information extracted from Wikipedia. Given an instance i
and an attribute a, the DBPedia feature is equal to 1 if a is found as an attribute
of i in DBPedia.

Wikipedia feature: Although information in DBPedia is much more uni-
form, there exist many attributes in Wikipedia infobox tables which are not
present in DBPedia. Infobox tables are available for many Wikipedia pages.
They contain lists of attributes for the page. Given an instance i and a can-
didate attribute a, we set the Wikipedia feature to 1 if a can be found in the
infobox of a page for i in Wikipedia.

4 Experimental setup

Data set: To build our dataset, we first chose a set of classes and then 30
instances per class. To choose instances and classes, we use sampling to avoid
biases. 5 participants had to write down 10 classes each. Classes could be broad
(e.g. Countries) or specific (French speaking countries). We sampled 20 classes
out of the 50. This is a reasonable amount as in state of the art approaches [16,
21, 3, 20, 13], the number of assessed classes varies from 2-25 classes.
Similarly for each class, we asked the 5 participants to write down 10 instances.
Sampling and removing duplicates we obtained 10 instances per class. We do
not apply any specific criteria for selecting instances.

This is the list of classes: rock bands, laptops, american universities, hotels,
software, british army generals, chancellors of German, American films, IR pa-
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pers, SLR cameras, 2000 novels, Nirvana songs, Nissan vehicles, programmable
calculators, countries, drugs, companies, cities, painters, mobile phones. The en-
tire dataset is in http://www.irit.fr/∼Arlind.Kopliku/FORCEdataset.txt .

General setup: For each instance of the dataset (200 instances), we re-
trieved top 50 search results using the Yahoo! BOSS API. These pages are used
as a seed to extract tables and attributes. For each table, we apply the three
filters. The remaining attribute lines are used as candidate attributes, which are
ranked with the relevance features.

Learning filters: The three filters correspond to rule-based classifiers. They
were trained using the previously mentioned features using the WEKA package
[17]. From the extracted tables, we randomly selected a sample of 3000 tables
(with more than 1 row and more than 1 column) which were judged by 3 as-
sessors. For each table assessors had to tell, if the table is relational. If ”yes”
they had to tell if the table is oriented vertically or horizontally and whether the
table has a header.

Similarly, we choose a sample of 3000 random attribute lines from our dataset
of tables. They are as well assessed from our assessors. For each attribute line,
the assessor has to tell if it is a conform attribute line i.e. it contains an attribute
name and attribute values.

Similarly to [7], we cross-validated the trained classifiers by splitting the
human-judged dataset into five parts. Each time four parts are used training
and the fifth for testing. We trained five different classifiers, rotating the testing
set each time. Performance numbers are averaged from the resulting five tests.

Ranking: Candidate attributes are ranked based on the relevance features.
To measure the performance of ranking, the 30 top ranked attributes for each
instance were assessed. 5 human participants shared this task assessing each a
disjoint set of attributes.

Assessments were binary. An attribute is assigned 1 if it is relevant for the
instance it was extracted for. It were assigned 0 otherwise. During evaluation,
they could access the source page of the attribute or other sources (Web search,
dictionary) to make their decision. Attributes were shown in alphabetical order
to avoid any bias.

5 Evaluation results

This section is about experimental results. First, we present the performance of
the three filters. Then we analyze the performance of attribute retrieval.

5.1 Filtering

First, we analyzed all retrieved tables for all instances in our dataset. We found
that only 16.9% of the tables had more than one row and more than one column.
Within the 3000 tables that were assessed only 23% were considered relational.
We can thus estimate a concentration of 3.9% relational tables in the retrieved
Web pages. Now, we will analyze the effect of the filters. It is important to point
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out that our goal is not to compare with the results of Cafarella et al. [7], but
to integrate their work and show its effect on attribute retrieval.

Relational filter: As we mentioned earlier, we learn separately a classifier
for relational tables that are oriented horizontally and another classifier for rela-
tional tables that are oriented vertically. Results are shown in table 2 aside with
the results obtained by Cafarella et al. [7].

Table 2. Precision and recall for the relational filter

Horizontal Vertical Cafarella

prec. recall prec. recall prec. recall

yes 0.50 0.82 yes 0.38 0.81 yes 0.41 0.81

no 0.98 0.94 no 0.98 0.95 no 0.98 0.87

We tuned classification for high recall over positives. The performance of our
classifiers is similar to Cafarella et al. The classifier of relational tables oriented
horizontally retains 82% of the true positives and it filters out 94% of the true
negatives. Similarly, the classifier of relational tables oriented vertically retains
81% of the true positives and it filters out 95% of the true negatives. After this
filtering step, we will have about 45% of relational tables within our corpus out
of an initial estimated concentration of about 3.9%.

Table 3. Precision and recall for the header filter in relational tables

Horizontal Vertical Cafarella

prec. recall prec. recall prec. recall

yes 0.96 0.95 yes 0.76 0.89 yes 0.79 0.84

no 0.63 0.70 no 0.87 0.73 no 0.65 0.57

Header filter: In table 3, we show results for the header filter. Results are
better than those of Cafarella et al. In particular, we found that most of the
horizontally oriented relational tables have headers. They usually have two to
three columns and are easier to classify.

The header classifier for relational tables oriented horizontally retains 95%
of the true positives with a precision of 96%. Although, the header classifier of
relational tables oriented vertically is less performant, it retains 89% of the true
positives with a precision of 76%. After this filtering step, about 87.5% of the
relational tables will have headers.

Table 4. Precision and recall for the attribute line filter

prec. recall

yes 0.56 0.95

no 0.69 0.55

Attribute line filter: As well as the other filters, the attribute line filter is
tuned for recall over positives. Results are shown in table 4. This filter retains
95% of the correct attribute lines, while it filters out about 55% of the incorrect
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attribute lines. It clearly helps in filtering out useless attribute lines at the cost
of 5% of correct attribute lines.

5.2 Attribute retrieval

Precision at rank: Attributes are ranked with a linear combination of the
relevance features. Results are shown in figure 4. They are promising, especially
when all three filters are applied. At rank 10, we have a precision of about 83%.
At rank 20 we have a precision of about 72%. This means that if we apply this
ranking for query suggestion, we will have that about 8.3 correct suggestions
within top 10 suggestions and about 14.4 correct suggestions among the top 20.

Fig. 4. Impact of filters

In figure 4, we can compare results for the ranking when no filter is applied and
when all 3 filters are applied. Clearly, filters improve results. The table in figure
4 allows us to analyze the impact of each filter. We can see that the attribute
line filter has a significant impact in the ranking as well as the relational and
header filter.

Comparison with existing approaches: We first compared our approach
to the one based on Lexico-syntactic rules [3, 21, 16, 14] Lexico-syntactic rules
are common for attribute extraction . We tested the lexico-syntactic extraction
rules in our retrieval framework with our dataset. Concretely, we use the patterns
”A of I” and ”I’s A” as done in [14, 16]. We collect candidate attributes for
10 instances of all classes. The top 50 search results for all instances are used
as extraction seed for both techniques. The attributes extracted by the lexico-
syntactic extraction method are ranked with the same scoring (excluding table
match score which does not apply to lexico-syntactic rules).
Results are shown in table 5. Our method performs significantly better with 61%
of relevant attributes at rank 30 against 33% for the lexico-syntactic rules.

Approach p@1 p@10 p@20 p@30

Our approach 0.94 0.83 0.72 0.61

Lexico-syntactic rules 0.46 0.48 0.43 0.33
Table 5. Comparison with lexico-syntactic scores

We also compared both approach in term of recall, by considering only the 4
classes used to estimate recall. Lexico-syntactic rules have a lower recall, too.
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For each class, lexico-syntactic rules identify 55 candidate attributes on average.
Among these there are about 24 relevant attributes per class.

We can conclude that lexico-syntactic rules work well for certain applications
such as queries, but they do not work well for long documents, especially in terms
of precision.

Estimated recall: To estimate in a reasonable time the recall of our method,
we randomly selected 4 classes namely ”SLR cameras”, ”countries”, ”compa-
nies”, ”Nissan vehicles”. For all instances of the class, our assessors evaluated
all candidate attributes (the ones that are not filtered out).

We found an average of 918 distinct candidate attributes per class (SLR
cameras 689, countries 1253, companies 804, vehicles 925). Among them, there
are on average 256 relevant attributes per class (cameras 303, countries 213,
companies 160, vehicles 347). This is a considerable amount of relevant attributes
and it shows the potential of our method.

Comparison with DBPedia: We compared the recall of our approach
with the one obtained using DBPedia, for the 4 classes mentioned above. To do
so, we collected all Wikipedia pages related of the instances of each class. We
then extracted attributes which are either present in DBPedia or in infoboxes
from Wikipedia. We found an average of 25 distinct relevant attributes per class
(cameras 8, countries 38, companies 37, vehicles 18). We can conclude that our
approach has a high recall even if compared with quality and large sources such
as DBPedia and Wikipedia.

6 Conclusions

We propose an attribute retrieval approach that can extract and rank attributes
from HTML tables sparse in the Web. Our method is flexible and recall-oriented.
Given an instance as a query, we retrieve attributes from top ranked search
results. Then, we combine filtering and ranking to obtain a list of attributes
ranked by relevance.

We combine a total three filters. Two of them are already known in litera-
ture. They are applied to HTML tables to filter out non relational tables and
tables without header. In addition, we propose a third filter which is specific
to attributes. All three filters are shown to have a high recall over povitives
and they filter out a huge amount of useless data. The remaining data is candi-
date attributes which are ranked with relevance features. Our ranking algorithm
combines document match, table match and other external evidence. The exper-
imental setup shows that we can rank attributes with a reasonable precision and
a high recall. Our approach outperforms lexico-syntactic rules and it provides
a much larger quantity of attributes than quality sources such as DBPedia and
Wikipedia (for our dataset).

For future work, we will investigate additional relevance features. We will
focus more on attribute values and try combining different attribute acquisition
techniques in a large-scale domain independent attribute retrieval framework.
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